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1.

A Margaret Howell leather belt,
with silver buckle hallmarked Margaret
Howell, Birmingham, 1998. 96cm long.
£30-50

Special Auction Services are thrilled to announce their next auction in the Midlands is set up and ready to be
sold 30th September 2021 albeit behind closed doors.
Please note this is a non-attended auction. Viewing for all auctions strictly by appointment, please call the office
01384 931001 or email dudley@specialauctionservices.com to check availability. We are still offering viewings
and valuations via WhatsApp or video calling.
You can register to bid via our website www.specialauctionservices.com. If you are a successful bidder you will
be emailed an invoice. Upon receipt of payment via bank transfer, your items can be made ready for collection
by appointment only. This also applies for courier collection. We are unable to offer in house postage yet in
Dudley but recommend That’s Your Lot based locally in Wombourne on 01902 475212 or info@thats-your-lot.
co.uk.
www.thats-your-lot.co.uk/contact or Mailboxes Wolverhampton on 01902 422700
Order of Auction
Jewellery 1 – 39

2.

Nine Great Britain coin collector
folders, including Pennies, Halfpennies,
Farthings, Brass Threepence.
£60-80

3.

Two British Coin Collectors
Half Crown albums, mostly complete.
Including 26 pre-47 examples.
£90-120

4.

Two British Coin Collectors
Florin albums, including 25 pre-47
examples, mostly complete.
£70-100

Furniture 187-198
Toys 199 – 307

To bid in any of our auctions you need to click ‘place bid’ which will take you to https://auctions.specialauctionservices.com Click ‘log on to bid’. If you are not already registered with SAS Live you will need to register.

There’s no need to register to view a live auction online, but once you have set up your account you are ready to
go
Remember bidding via SAS Live you only pay 24% buyers premium the same as if you were in the room!!!

A 22ct gold wedding band, 6.6g.
Size O 1/2, With 1954 sales receipts.
£120-180

13.

An 18ct gold and platinum
diamond solitaire ring, 3.6g, size Q.
Diamond approx 0.25cts, with 1952 sales
receipt.
£150-250

14.

Two British Coin Collectors
Shilling albums, including 17 pre-47
examples, mostly complete.
£25-40

6.

15.

A mixed lot of British coinage,
including an 1826 George III penny, early
Victorian examples, later copper coins,
brass threepence, commemorative
Churchill and Elizabeth II crowns, etc.
Together with a ten shilling note.
£40-60

8.

You only need to register if you wish to bid in the auction. Click ‘register to bid’

12.

5.

7.

How to bid online:

A hallmarked 9ct rose gold
wedding band, 2.8g. Together with four
strands of simulated pearls, yellow metal
spectacles, another necklace and white
metal brooch, all with various vintage
boxes/cases.
£40-60

A mixed lot of British coinage,
including an 1826 Shilling with brooch
mounting (AF), 1797 Cartwheel Penny,
other pre-47 silver coinage (66g) and
various other Victorian and later coins
£30-50

Two British Coin Collectors
Sixpence albums, including 29 pre-47
examples, mostly complete.
£25-40

Objets d’art 40 – 186

11.

A George V 1935 crown,
together with various other pre-47 British
coinage including 1866 sixpence, 1920
half crown, shillings, florins, etc. Total
weight 115g
£40-60

9.

A Mauchline ware napkin ring,
with scene showing “Promenade Looking
West. Redcar”. Together with a quantity
of costume jewellery including a pair
of yellow metal spectacle frames, dress
rings, pendants, necklaces, etc
£40-60

10.

A Chinese white metal
chatelaine, on chain with five drops with
matching white metal bells. 50cm long.
£40-60

A George III silver bright cut
tablespoon, Old English shape, engraved
with initials WT JP 1804, together with a
set of six silver plated and steel bladed
Solingen knives.
£100-120

16.

A white metal 19th Century
Continental footed embossed bowl,
decorated with birds in foliage on a swept
floral foot, with impressed marks to base.
13cm diameter
£100-150

17.

A quantity of British 50p coins,
all with scarce designs including Peter
Rabbit, 2012 Olympics, Waft etc. Together
with a 2007 £2 coin with inverted
lettering on the rim
£20-30

18.

A hallmarked silver photograph
frame, Arthur Price, London, 1997,
21.5cm x 16.5cm. Together with a
quantity of metalware including a silver
plated tea set, a William Hutton pewter
George V tankard, etc.
£40-60
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22.
Seven British Coin Collectors
albums, including Farthings, Threepence
Brass, Pennies and Halfpennies. Together
with fourteen cigarette card albums
including Players and Wills examples,
mostly complete and an Ogden’s
Coronation Procession of George VI
example (22)
£40-60
23.
A collection of assorted British
and World coinage, including £5 coins,
modern Euros and GBP, pre-1947 British
silver and copper, etc, all contained in
folder. Together with a 2008 Royal Mint
uncirculated coin set and Royal Mail
presentation packs
£50-100
24.
Three Ingersoll and Smiths
pocket watches, including a Smiths Elvis
Presley Show example (3)
£30-50
25.
A Jules Rimet World Cup trophy
charm, stamped England 1966 to base.
Together with a cherub example and a
card box.
£20-30
26.
A silver topped and cut glass
scent bottle, Chester, 1898. Together with
another silver top bottle Birmingham,
1905 and a silver plated glass pot (3)
£20-40
27.
A 9ct rose gold albert chain,
t-bar and each link stamped 9ct. 37cm
long. 14.8g. Together with jewellery box.
£140-180

19.

28.
A small collection of silver
jewellery, including a Friedrich Binder
necklace, a gem set ring and bracelet,
necklaces, gate bracelets, etc. 155g.
£40-60

20.

29.
A collection of assorted 9ct gold
jewellery, including chains, earrings, etc.
12g
£100-150

Two British Coin Collectors
Half Crown albums, including 35 pre-47
examples.
£80-120
Two British Coin Collectors
Florin albums, including 30 pre-47
examples.
£60-80
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21.
Two British Coin Collectors
Shilling albums, including 20 pre-47
examples. Together with a Sixpence
album containing 18 pre-47 examples and
a Threepence album containing 37 pre-47
examples. Albums contain some Victorian
examples.
£50-80
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30.

A quantity of assorted costume
jewellery, including 9ct front/back
lockets, Sarah Coventry, Montine bracelet
watch with box, etc
£20-40

31.

A chromed Welsh miners
snuff box, stamped to lid Daniel Jenkins
Crumlin MON 1899
£30-50

32.

A Butler & Wilson Lips bangle
and ring set, red gem encrusted, with
box.
£60-80

33.

A Butler & Wilson gem set
Charlie Chaplin pendant, on white metal
chain with Butler & Wilson charm tag.
Pendant 8cm long.
£50-80

34.

A Butler & Wilson jet style
beaded necklace, 53cm long. Together
with two similar examples (3)
£50-80

35.

A collection of Butler & Wilson
skull jewellery, comprising two sets of
earrings, a ring/ bracelet and a necklace.
£100-200

36.

A pair of white metal marcasite
drop earrings, both stamped 925.
£40-60

37.

An 18ct gold open faced
pocket watch, with textured dial, Roman
numerals, engraved case with open
cartouche. Total length 5.2cm x 3.6cm.
50g
£600-800

38.

Austria Habsburg Franz Joseph
I 5 Corona, dated 1900, together with
another Austro-Hungarian 5 Korona also
dated 1900 and a 1894 1 Korona (3)
£40-60

39.

A hallmarked silver George
Unite caddy spoon, 1835, Birmingham.
Together with a quantity of silver plated
cutlery including pickle forks, preserve
spoons, tea spoons, etc.
£30-50

40.

A metal travel trunk, with later
fabric lining. 54cm x 37cm x 36cm deep.
£20-30
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41.

A St. Andrews Putter, handmade
by J. B. Halley & Co. With box and COA
no. 9767.
£20-30

52.

An Edwardian leather horse
shoe cribbage board, together with a
rosewood and bone example (2)
£50-80

61.

42.

53.

62.

A set of three Webb amber
glass bowls, largest 25.5cm diameter
£20-30

43.

A set of four Sadler novelty
kitchen storage jars, comprising Flour,
Coffee, Sugar and Tea.
£20-30

44.

A set of Victorian brass
Sovereign scales, stamped Warranted
Sovereign, with tin case. Together with a
Haws Elliot copper watering can (2)
£30-50

A mid 20th Century French
rotary dial telephone, with “Mother-InLaw” ear piece extention
£70-90

54.

A brass 100 Hour clock, white
enamel dial with Roman numerals,
marked RL.Patent 2182. US Patent
269052. DR Patent 2437. Missing
pendulum. Under glass dome 27cm tall.
£40-60

55.

A Belleek Floral Treasures cat
figure, together with a Waterford glass
paperweight (2)
£20-30

An Edwardian silver plated
and glass epergne, silver plated base by
Walker & Hall no. 12940, with three cut
glass trumpets. 40cm tall. Together with
a silver plated ice bucket and wine cooler
(3)
£80-120

46.

56.

45.

A collection of assorted
ceramics, including Arthur Wood,
Wedgwood, Boscastle, Royal Doulton,
Portmeirion, etc (10)
£30-50

47.

A collection of German and
Continental ceramics, including Neuerer,
Moschendorf, KPM Royal Porzellan,
Forstenberg (8)
£20-30

48.

A Whitefriars Hoop vase,
Textured range pattern 9680 designed
by Geoffrey Baxter, in aubergine, height
30cm.
£150-200

49.

A Whitefriars Onion vase,
pattern number 9828 designed by
Geoffrey Baxter, in aubergine. 14.5cm
tall.
£80-120

50.

An amber glass codd bottle, for
Groves & Whitnall of Salford. 22cm tall.
£60-80

51.

A quantity of codd bottles,
including Black Country and Northern
English examples, including examples by
W. Melville of Newcastle, S. H. Quincey of
Walsall, Alfred Simms of Walsall, Ward &
Cliffe of Oldham, etc (14)
£100-150

A collection of English ceramics,
including Beswick Birds and Animals, a
large Arthur Wood blue and white cat,
four Royal Worcester Vogue collection
figures, a Saddler water jug, A Wedgwood
School Master character jug, etc (17)
£40-60

57.

A Beswick model of a Palomino
Horse, 36cm wide x 29cm high
£40-60

58.

An early 20th Century novelty
“Wonderful Rice”, from the museum
at Darulfalah, Delhi. The grain of rice
numbered 29564, having the following
script “May almighty God grant long,
happy & prosperous life to: W. Dougall
Esquire, Instructor, Bengal Flying Club,
Dum Dum, Calcutta”. Contained in an
ornate velvet fitted case with card box,
chrome rice holder, bakelite eyepiece,
lock and key. 15cm x 9cm x 6cm tall.
£40-60

59.

A Japanese late Meiji boxwood
carving, of The Three Monkeys, 8cm x
5.5cm tall. Together with a Black Forest
carved skiing Bear, marked Villars, 6.5cm
tall (AF). (2)
£30-50

60.

A Winchcombe Pottery
jug, decorated by Sidney Tustin with
impressed seal, decorated with slip scroll
decoration (small chip to spout) 14cm
tall.
£20-30
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

A pair of Fishley Holland
terracotta slipware bowls, with covers.
Initial marks to base. 11.5cm diameter.
£20-30
David White, a Raku stoneware
ovoid bulbous vase, with crackle effect,
artist’s seal to base, with biography to
inside. 16.5cm tall.
£80-100

63.

A Dart Pottery Janice Tchalenko
stoneware vase, of flared form, with ash
red oxide and cobalt glaze decoration.
Impressed seal to side. 13.5cm tall.
£30-50

64.

A pair of 19th Century pewter
ejector candlesticks, 21cm tall.
£70-100

65.

A 1920s Orrefors engraved glass
vase, of hexagonal form with one panel
engraved with a figure of Diana with
her bow on a fern decorated ground,
engraved to base Orrefors no. 1575AY.W.
10cm tall
£100-150

66.

An Orrefors smokey coloured
vase, by Ernst Gordon engraved GH432
Ernst Gordon. 13cm tall.
£30-50

67.

A Kosta glass ribbon vase,
designed by Vicki Lindstrand, with black
and white ribbon design with tapered
form, engraved to base. 20cm tall
£60-80

68.

An Italia glass vase, designed
by Tapio Wirkkala bark vase. Chip to rim
17.5cm tall.
£60-80

69.

A Pallme Konig & Haber silver
overlay vase, tapered form in the Art
Nouveau decoration floral design, against
an iridescent mauve glass body. 22cm
£80-120

70.

A Japanese stoneware tenmoku,
glazed moon flask, with incised floral
roundel decoration, seal mark to base.
21cm tall.
£30-50

71.

A large Czech art glass vase,
with floral design. 29cm tall
£20-30
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72.

A Wedgwood Fairyland lustre
pedestal bowl, designed by Daisy MakeigJones showing Persian scenes. Pattern
No. 25485 to base. 16.5cm diameter x
7cm tall.
£400-600

73.

A quantity of Cottage Ware,
including Price Bros, Arthur Wood, etc.
Together with a Myotts Country Life
Tureen
£20-30

74.

A quantity of assorted fabric
sheets, including mohair and others.
£30-50

75.

A 19th Century Rummer glass
goblet, together with a Murano glass
clown figure, and a flashed glass basket
and posy bowl (4)
£30-50

76.

A quantity of bisque Snow
Babies, including Santa Claus on a
Reindeer, sledding children, etc. Together
with a cannister of vintage tea, a set of
Peruvian figures, etc.
£30-50

77.

A collection of twelve assorted
walking sticks, including resin and
brass terminal examples, mostly animal
designs. Contained in a brass cased
walking stick stand.
£80-100

78.

A Hermle wall clock, with
pendulum, key and instructions. 63cm
long.
£30-50

79.

A pair of late 19th Century/
early 20th Century Steeplechase
watercolours, both framed and glazed.
16cm x 29cm.
£30-50

80.

Frederick William Hayes (18481918), two watercolours of rural Castle
scenes, possibly Scotland. One signed to
bottom left and one to bottom right, both
in matching ebonised and gilt frames.
55cm x 27.5cm.`
£50-80

81.
A collection of early 19th
Century playing cards and card games,
including Wit and Wisdom produced by
Evans & Sons, two sets of Counties of
England by Jacques & Son (one with box
and instructions), Fireside Fun, Wooley &
Co. card deck, De La Rue & Co. card deck,
and others. All contained in an early 20th
century writing case.
£60-80
82.
A collection of early to mid
20th Century postcards, contained in
an album. Including posted and blank
examples, coloured and black and
white. Includes souvenir beach scenes,
Cathedral and Churches, Factories,
Birmingham and surrounding areas,
Scouting, shipping and naval including
Cruise liners, WW2 naval ships and
submarines, Horse Racing, etc. Approx
270 cards.
£80-120
83.
A collection of early to mid
20th Century postcards, contained in
an album. Including posted and blank
examples, coloured and black and
white. Includes Daily Mail War Pictures,
Regimental lRP cards, Stoddart’s series,
Vanished London, Selby Abbey Great Fire
1906 cards, Lorna Doone, Venetian, Louis
Wain, humorous and comical, advertising
including Fry’s Chocolate, WW1 silks,
Christmas cards, Heraldic series, Royal
portraits and events, Football, Rugby
and Cricket teams, Charlie Chaplin, WW1
humorous cards etc. Approx 350 cards.
£80-120
84.
A collection of early to mid 20th
Century postcards, contained in three
albums. Including an album containing
mostly European scenes including France,
Italy, Belgium and Cyprus, approx 150
cards. Two albums (one AF) containing
mostly British scenes including Churches,
Country scenes, RPs, etc, approx 200
cards each. Together with a Battle of
Albert (Somme) WW1 postcard book
Before and After the Bombardment,
containing 28 cards (some detached).
Total between 550-600 cards. VIEWING
RECOMMENDED
£100-150
85.
A 19th Century Victorian glass
dome, set on ebonised base. 55cm tall.
Together with a Victorian glass laboratory
flask with corked stopper.
£60-80
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86.

A rare set of Mad O’ Rourke’s
Little Pub Company tiles, sixteen tiles,
together with a completed passport and
paperwork for completing the associated
pub tour and collecting all twelve stamps.
£20-30

87.

Seven albums containing
assorted bubble-gum, cigarette and tea
cards, including Bat Laffs, A&BC Man
From Uncle, The Saint, Wizard, Rovers,
Hotspur, Adventure, Churchman, Wills
Cigarettes, Players Cigarettes, Ogdens,
Senior Service, etc.
£40-60

88.

Eight albums containing
assorted cigarette and tea cards,
including Brooke Bond, Kensitas,
Churchman, Wills, Rover, Park Drive,
Craven Black Cat, Godfrey Philips,
Imperial Tobacco Company of Canada,
Players, Carreras, Ogdens, etc.
£40-60

89.

Eight albums containing
assorted bubble-gum, cigarette
and tea cards, including Wills, De
Reszke, Carreras, Turf, Morris & Sons,
Westminster, Senior Service, Kensitas,
Churchman, BDV silks, Godfrey Philips,
Rothmans, Nicolas Sarony, Players, etc.
£40-60

90.

A complete set of Gallaher’s
Cigarette cards, Kute Kiddies series,
contained in plastic sleeves
£100-120

91.

Two 1930s film related
hardback books, Stars Of The Screen
1931 and The World Film Encyclopaedia
(2)
£30-50

92.

A collection of Mabel Lucie
Attwell related items, including
Calendars, metal shopping lists, card and
metal signs, etc. Mostly 1960s produced
by Valentine. (10)
£40-60

93.

An album containing assorted
cigarette and tea card sets, containing
Players, Ogdens, Cavanders, Typhoo,
Carreras, Wills, Senior Service, etc. A
range of subjects including Birds, Charles
Dickens characters, Gran Pop, etc.
£60-80

94.

The Art Of Walt Disney by
Christopher Finch, published by Abrams.
£20-30
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95.

An album of amateur
watercolours, titled Around Harpenden
Common. Containing twelve
watercolours, plus one to front cover,
on paper and stuck into the album. All
annotated with titles. Each painting
measures approx 11.5cm x 14.5cm.
£30-50

104.

A Royal Copenhagen blue and
white comport, numbered 10/8062,
21cm diameter. Together with an Art
Nouveau ceramic comport with metal
fixings, 28cm tall (2)
£30-50

105.

A quantity of silver plated
flatware, mostly early 20th Century
examples.
£30-50

Two Festival of Britain 1951
Sherry Decanter sets, comprising two
decanters 19cm tall, and eight glasses.
Together with two 19th Century glass
custard cups (12)
£30-50

97.

106.

96.

An early 20th Century large pine
wood blanket box, 100cm x 54cm x 54cm
tall
£30-50

98.

A signed copy of Fast Fury by
Freddie Trueman, signed by the author
to title page. Together with eight other
cricket related books including two Dickie
Bird autobiographies (9)
£20-30

99.

A large Purbeck Pottery
stoneware service, including coffee pot,
tureens, plates, cup, saucers, soup bowls,
etc. (49 Pieces)
£30-50

100.

An Amstrad ALT-286 Laptop
Computer, with carry case. Together with
a Fujifilm Finepix S digital camera with
f=5.0-90.0mm 1:3.1-5.6 lens, with carry
case.
£20-40

101.

A quantity of assorted books,
mostly 1950s examples, including two
autographed examples by Miss Read
(Dora Saint) Village School (1960) and
Changes at Fairacre (1991).
£20-40

102.

Three Royal Doulton figures,
The Old Balloon Seller HN 1315, The Old
Balloon Seller miniature HN 2129 and
Miniature Street Vendors Mask Seller
HN4934 with box and COA (3)
£30-50

103.

A Royal Crown Derby Puffin
paperweight with gold stopper, together
with a boxed Longest Reign Sweetmeat
Tray limited edition 006/750 and a 2012
loving cup limited edition 0090/1500 (3)
£50-80

A collection of ceramic boxes
and lidded pots, including a boxed
Caverswall WW1 Centenary 225/2014,
Halcyon Days Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee
121/500, Harcourt China, Lord Nelson
Ware, etc. Together with a boxed Royal
Albert Crystal atomiser and seven
commemorative boxed pin dishes (14)
£30-50

107.

A good collection of assorted
ceramics, including limited edition
Belleek, Royal Doulton, Harcourt China,
Crescent etc. Together with an Art Deco
Court China tea set.
£40-60

108.

Michael Sutty, Officer 18th
Bengal Lancers 1900 porcelain figure with
wooden plinth. Limited edition 90/500
with COA and original sales receipt. 39cm
tall.
£150-250

109.

Michael Sutty, Maruja The
Strong porcelain figure, inspired by the
watercolours of Sir William Russell Flint,
RA. Limited Edition 002/350 with COA
and notes from the factory. 36.5cm tall.
£200-300

110.

Michael Sutty, Ariadne porcelain
figure, inspired by the watercolours of Sir
William Russell Flint, RA. Limited Edition
002/350 with COA. 23cm tall.
£150-250

111.

Michael Sutty, June Caprice
porcelain figure, inspired by the
watercolours of Sir William Russell Flint,
RA. Limited Edition 002/350 with COA.
35cm tall.
£150-250

112.

Michael Sutty, Paul Gaugin
porcelain bust, from the Impressionist
Artist Busts series. Limited edition
005/150, with COA and original sales
receipt. 27cm tall.
£150-250
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

113.

Michael Sutty, Claude Monet
porcelain bust, from the Impressionist
Artist Busts series. Limited edition
005/150, with COA. 25cm tall.
£150-250

122.

A quantity of blue and white
ceramics, including Royal Crown Derby
Pembroke, Royal Crownford Charlotte,
19th Century Indian Jar, etc (17)
£30-50

133. A Poole Pottery dinner service,
two tone pink and brown, including
tureens, soup bowls, cups, saucers,
plates, chargers, etc. Approx 50 pieces.
£40-60

114.

123.

134. A Royal Doulton Sonnet H5012
part service, including plates, cups and
saucers. 28 pieces.
£40-60

Michael Sutty, Henri de
Toulouse-Lautrec porcelain bust, from the
Impressionist Artist Busts series. Limited
edition 005/150, with COA. 27.5cm tall.
£150-250

115.

Michael Sutty, Vincent Van Gogh
porcelain bust, from the Impressionist
Artist Busts series. Limited edition
005/150, with COA and original sales
receipt. 27cm tall.
£150-250

116.

Michael Sutty, Sir Winston
Churchill porcelain bust, from the Military
and Naval Busts series. Limited edition
016/250 with COA and original sales
receipt. 23cm tall.
£150-250

117.

Michael Sutty, Admiral The Lord
Viscount Horatio Nelson porcelain bust,
from the Naval and Military Busts series.
Limited edition 141/250 with COA and
original sales receipt. 26 cm tall.
£150-250

118.

Michael Sutty, Thomas Edward
Lawrence “Lawrence Of Arabia” porcelain
bust, from the Military and Naval Busts
series. Limited Edition 002/150 with COA
and original sales receipt. 27cm tall.
£150-250

119.

Michael Sutty, Messenger,
Sergeant Major The Queen’s Body Guard
porcelain figure. Limited edition 026/500.
25.5cm tall.
£100-150

120.

A quantity of assorted ceramics,
including Art Deco and other early
20th Century examples. Makers include
Honiton, Carlton Ware, Pallisey, Swansea,
Arthur Wood, Sadler, Shelley, Hornsea,
etc (17)
£30-50

121.

A quantity of assorted ceramics,
including Art Deco and other early
20th Century examples. Makers include
Shorter & son, Myott & Son, Carlton
Ware, Arthur Wood, Lovatts Langley
Ware, Crown Ducal, etc (16)
£30-50
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A large quantity of decorative
plates, including a set of six Crown Ducal
Bristol plates, Burleigh Ware, Royal
Doulton Dickens ware, Myott & Sons,
Royal Albert, F M & Co. Chantilly, etc.
Approx 40
£20-40

124.

A quantity of assorted ceramics,
including a Royal Worcester silver lustre
teaset, Carlton Ware gilded tea cups and
saucers, Royal Doulton, Paragon, Fenton,
etc (15)
£20-40

125.

A large quantity of assorted
ceramics, including Royal Art Pottery,
Jersey, Ridgways, Royal Winton, Wade,
etc (2 boxes)
£30-50

126.

A large quantity of assorted
ceramics, including Dartmouth, Royal
Winton, Wade, George Jones, Prinknash,
Portmeirion, etc. (2 Boxes)
£30-50

127.

An Edwardian Art Nouveau
glass twin handled vase, with hallmarked
silver rim 1904. 13cm tall.
£40-60

128.

A lacquered papier mache tea
caddy, with original metal lining and
inner lid. 16.5cm x 12cm x 9cm tall.
£20-40

129.

A Jacobs & Co. biscuit tin,
together with a La Liberte tinplate vesta
case and another tin (3)
£20-30

130.

A 19th Century glass rummer,
with engraved olive branch decoration.
13cm tall x 8.5cm diameter rim.
£20-30

131.

A small collection of glass,
including a table lamp 19cm tall,
summers vase and a bowl (3)
£20-30

132.

Three sets of vintage Noma
Christmas Lights, Cat No. 3010, all boxed.
£30-50

135. A 19th Century alabaster and
gilt mantle clock, white enamel dial with
Roman numerals and signed J. Brown
Lytham & Paris. With free standing
ebonised base, 29cm tall on base.
£60-100
136. Two turned wood fruit bowls,
30cm and 25cm diameter respectively.
Together with a quantity of mostly
handmade wooden fruits.
£20-40
137. A pair of brass chambersticks
with snuffers, together with a large twist
stem candlestick 34cm tall. (3)
£20-40
138. A Royal Worcester blush ivory
twin handle vase, Rd. No. 234430, shape
number 1747. 16cm tall.
£40-60
139. A late 19th Century Mary
Gregory water jug, 17cm tall. Together
with a Wedgwood Jasperware comport, a
Masons Ironware lidded urn and Imperial
Stone China plate (4)
£30-50
140. A large quantity of art related
books, including gallery and museum
exhibition companion guides, mostly
hardback examples. Together with a
collection of DK travel guides.
£60-100
141. A set of three Lord Byron’s
Work, Vol. I, II and IV. Published by John
Murray, Albemarle Street 1828. Together
with the Poetical Works of Robert Burns
published by Richard Edward King 88
Curtain Road, EC. (4)
£40-60
142. A set of graduated Beswick
Seagulls wall plaques, 922-1, 922-2, 9223 (3)
£120-160
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143.

A Christening gown, with
parachute silk slip and an embroidered
shawl, with box.
£30-50

144.

A late 20th Century oil on
board, showing a historical scene of
Dudley Castle with soldiers on parade.
Signed lower right R. Day-Dewitt, in gilt
frame. 47.5cm x 67.5cm
£30-50

145.

Two early 20th Century Pigeon
clocks, both wooden cases.
£40-60

146.

A mid 20th Century Major
Companion Organ, with original carry
case. 66cm wide.
£40-60

147.

Nine Royal Doulton Character
and Toby jugs, including Winston
Churchill, D6631 The Sleuth, D6623
Golfer, etc. Together with two Royal
Doulton Dickens ware jugs (11)
£40-60

148.

Three signed Sturgeon prints,
Village Cricket scene 38cm x 71cm,
signed in pencil lower right. Together
with two Travelling scenes with women
in caravans, both with watermarks lower
left and signed in pencil lower right 35cm
x 47cm (3) together with four golfing
prints, including limited edition Didier
Rousell, Nick Faldo 832/950 signed and
numbered in pencil lower right. 63x
44cm. Together with limited edition “The
Glorious Game on The Old Course St.
Andrews” 107/850. 47cm x 57.5cm and
“The Ailsa Course Turnberrny” signed in
pencil lower right Donald Shearer 27cm x
36cm and Artist’s Proof Baxter Print “The
Open 2006” signed in pencil lower right
47cm x 63.5cm
£40-60

149.

Three Lionel Edwards hunting
prints, Hunting Countries with watermark
signed in pencil lower left 39cm x 52cm.
“The Hertfordshire” 37cm x 51cm with
another with watermark signed lower
right in pencil 38cm x 52cm, Six Hunting
prints, including signed limited edition
Ruth Gibbons 62/500 with blindstamp
38.5cm x 56cm, pencil signed Stewart
example 23cm x 63cm, limited edition
“The Finish of The Ever Ready Epsom
Derby 1984 151/300 pencil signed Peter
William lower right 51cm x63.5cm,
limited edition “The Grand National” by
Neil Cawthorne pencil signed lower left
215/800 with other signatures to border
59cm x 75cm and others, together with
Two pencil signed limited edition prints,
Ben Ros Goody 277/500 38cm x 32cm
together with “Fox Family” by Patrick A
Oxenham 411/500 33.5cm x 53cm
£50-80

150.

An Edwardian print of Exeter
Cathedral, signed lower left Cecil Alin
with blindstamp 42cm x 31cm, An
Edwardian coloured print of a hunting
scene, by Cecil Aldin pencil signed with
fox in margin 40cm x 67cm and An
Edwardian coloured print, Racing scene
singed in pencil lower left Cecil Aldin to
margin 37.5cm x 65.5cm
£50-80

151.

A 19th century Coromandel
dressing table box, with silver lidded
contents hallmarked London, 1865,
William tween & Frederick Purnell, all
with monogram GR to cartouche. Box
with velvet lined lid and fitted interior,
exterior with brass escutcheon and
banding, lid also monogrammed GR. Box
28.5cm wide x 23cm deep x 13cm tall.
£500-700

152.

A 19th century Coromandel
Gentleman’s dressing box, with silver
lidded contents hallmarked London,
1862, possibly Thomas Whitehead, all
with vacant cartouches. Box with velvet
lined lid and fitted interior. Two secret
drawers, one to front and one to right
side opened with spring loaded buttons
inside. Exterior lid with blank brass
escutcheon, locking mechanism stamped
Bramah Patent. 31cm wide x 23cm deep x
18cm tall.
£500-700

153.

A collection of autobiographies
and biographies, mostly relating to
Comedians including Peter Kay, John
Bishop, Dawn French, Jimmy Logan, etc.
(29)
£25-40

154.

A collection of autobiographies
and biographies, mostly relating to
Actors, including David Jason, Marilyn
Monroe, Ant & Dec, Robert Vaughn,
Rodney Bewes, etc. Approx 50.
£40-60

162.

A quantity of West Bromwich
Albion related memorabilia, including
mugs, glasses, framed pictures, etc.
Including a set of four signed pictures of
Derek Kevan, Doug Fraser, Clive Clark and
Tony Brown.
£20-40

163.

A pair of Art Deco cut glass
vases, 27cm tall. Chips to both rims and
feet.
£40-60

164.

155.

A large collection of assorted
books, including fiction, film reference
and history books, etc.
£30-50

156.

A large quantity of West
Bromwich Albion football programmes,
mostly dating from 1990 up to 2021.
Including home and away games, mostly
contained in albums and folders. Approx
300
£100-150

157.

A collection of West Bromwich
Albion related football programmes,
dating from 1980 to 1989. Includes home
and away game programmes. Approx 80.
£30-50

158.

A collection of West Bromwich
Albion football programmes, dating from
1970 to 1980. Includes home and away
game programmes. Approx 100.
£40-60

159.

A collection of West Bromwich
Albion football programmes, dating from
1960-1970, includes home and away
game examples. Approx 180.
£70-100

160.

A collection of FA Cup and
League Cup programmes relating to
West Bromwich Albion, dating from 1953
through to 2009. Includes home and
away programmes. Including 1954 FA Cup
Final WBA V Preston North End and 1968
FA Cup Final WBA Vs Everton. Approx 70.
£40-60

161.

A collection of West Bromwich
Albion football programmes, mostly
relating to various Cup games including
UEFA Cup, Watney Cup, Anglo Italian
Inter League Competition, Texaco Cup,
Testimonial matches, etc. Approx 30.
£30-50

A large Wedgwood Earthenware
vase, Vanilla 6191, 28cm tall.
£30-50

165.

Two early 20th Century cut glass
jugs, 18cm and 17cm tall.
£30-50

166.

A hand painted ceramic jug,
basin and bowl set, painted with Chicken
and Hen scenes
£30-30

172.

A pair of late 19th Century Early
20th Century embroideries, with golden
and silver coloured thread under glass in
gilt frames. 42cm x 18.5cm
£40-60

173.

An early Royal Worcester blue
and white saucer, in Fruit Sprig pattern
with crescent moon mark to base, 12cm
diameter. Together with a quantity of
blue and white Old Willow pattern cups
and saucers.
£30-50

174.

An Edward VIII Royal
purple Coronation commemorative
handkerchief, with pierced decoration
to reveal Monarch’s profile and crown
28cm x17cm. Together with a quantity of
hardback Royal coffee table books and a
number of Princess Diana BBC videos and
a jigsaw puzzle.
£30-50

175.

167.

A Beswick 868 Huntsman figure,
on rearing horse, together with a Beswick
Hound figure (2)
£120-180

Three Bartholomew’s maps,
Wye Valley, Vale of Seven, Warwickshire.
Together with a Ward Locke & Co. guide
book for Lowestoft, and a companion
book for Warwickshire.
£30-50

168.

176.

A vintage One Sheet Film Poster
‘Doctor In Trouble’, 27 x 40 inches,
together with a US Insert Poster for the
1976 British comedy ‘Please Turn Over’,
36 x 14 inches, the latter poster bearing a
large ‘Leslie Phillips’ signature to the top
right hand side. Both folded and appear
generally Good. (2)
£20-40

169.

A quantity of assorted cigarette
cards, including Churchman, Wills,
Gallagher, Players, etc. Contained in a
vintage tin
£30-50

170.

An early 20th Century oil on
canvas, showing rural scene with horse
and cart, unsigned 22cm x 30cm, in gilt
frame (sd)
£20-40

171.

Two late 19th Century Chinese
embroideries, including a Chinese Peking
knot sleeve 49.5cm x 10.5cm in lacquer
frame and a Butterfly embroidery 47.5cm
x 19.5cm, both framed and glazed
£60-80

An Edwardian black and white
photograph, of a Birmingham pub on
Spencer Street “The Goldsmith and
Jewellers Arms” Mitchells & Butlers
Brewery, on card. Image size 11cm x
15cm.
£10-20

177.

Two cream leather hinged
boxes, one with green velvet fitted
interior for jewellery with gilt brass
buckles and hinges, the other with shot
silk crimson and “leather” for stationary
and writing. Together with a Norman
Hartnell pair of stockings in fitted Mayfair
box and a pair of Balenciaga stockings
in box, and various other Christian Dior
examples.
£40-60

178.

Four handbag and matching
shoe sets, including a Valentina Russo
and others
£40-60

179.

An Italian leather and Perspex
rectangular clutch bag, by Melluso
together with a Crocodile leather
handbag and a quantity of others
£60-80

180. A quantity of Jean Muir ladies
clothing, including a red jacket size 12,
a purple pleated skirt, a suede leather
jacket, various shirt dresses and other
items, all size 12.
£50-80
181. A quantity of ladies dress
clothing, including various items by Frank
Usher and a Fisher couture dress and
over jacket including a Beaver coat.
£40-60
182. Fifteen pairs of ladies dress and
slipper shoes, including makes by Rayne,
Russel & Bromley, “Jimmy Choo” sandals,
Gina and others, various sizes.
£50-100
183. A Foley China “The Cube” tea
for two service, comprising teapot (lid
AF), milk and sugar with two cups and
saucers, with painted Tulip design and
orange rim, printed factory mark to
underside.
£60-80
184. A JVC video movie VHS camera,
GR-CIE with case. Together with a Sanyo
fuzzy logic VM-D66P camera
£30-50
185. A pair of Barr & Stroud
binoculars, in matt black finish with
fitted leather case. Together with a pair
of Carl Zeiss example, a Polaroid colour
pack camera with model 268 flash gun
with case, a Kodak Duaflex 2 and a pair of
opera binoculars.
£30-50
186. A mother of pearl bracelet,
a silver plated evening bag, two packs
of novelty playing cards, one with real
gold edges, the other unopened, a
Commonwealth of Australia £1 note and
various other items.
£20-30
187. An oak Arts and Crafts glazed
top bookcase, having double leaded
glazed doors, two-three shelf interior
over drawer with brass, shaped handles,
with two shelf carved panel cupboard
under, shaped apron, stepped cornice,
with key. 107cm wide x 44m deep x
193cm tall.
£50-100

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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188.

A George III mahogany double
gate leg table, on pad feet, with brass
plaque inscribed “WA. Howell Patented
Mapplebeck and Lowe Manufacturers
Birmingham”. 146cm extended x 133cm
wide x 74cm high.
£100-120

189.

A 1900s oak side table, having
fielded panelled drawer, shaped apron,
turned leg, block feet. 64cm x 38 x 772
high.
£30-50

190.

A Victorian mahogany side
table, having two drawers with brass
ring handles, turned supports. 101cm x
49.5cm x 75cm tall.
£30-50

191.

A pair of mahogany
reproduction miniature chests on chests,
having two short over three long drawers
with brass ring handles, two top and
two short over one long drawer base, on
bracket feet. 47cm x 32x 83cm tall. (2)
£80-120

192.

An oak nest of tables, with
turned legs and black feet. Smallest with
carved front rail. Largest 59cm x 39cm x
55cm tall.
£30-50

193.

An oak sewing table, with
rectangular top section, with lift top
and two fitted removable trays with
void underneath. Having long drawer,
shaped stretcher shelf and tapered legs.
Containing a quantity of coloured cotton
reels, Singer scissors, punch, button hook,
etc. 44cm x 33cm 76cm
£80-120

194.

A mahogany nest of three
tables, having raised border, four shaped
tapering legs and shaped stretchers.
46cm x 35cm x 69cm high.
£20-30

195.

An oak framed Parker Knoll
stool, with stamps to inner frame,
baluster supports, block feet, stretcher,
with cut velvet upholstered seat. 40cm x
52cm x 45cm tall.
£30-50

196.

A gilt framed oval mirror, having
bevelled glass and beaded moulded
border. 87cm x 62cm
£30-50
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197.

A swing toilet mirror, with
arched top on demi lune base, bun feet.
52cm tall x 45cm x 18cm.
£20-30

198.

An important piece of musical
and Titanic history, A late 19th early
20th Century oak barley twist gate leg
table 104cm wide x 133cm extended by
73cm high, where composer and ‘English
Waltz King’ Archibald Joyce (1873-1963)
composed and wrote ‘Song d’automne’,
the last piece of music played on the deck
of the Titanic as she was sinking in the
early hours 15th April 1912. The table
has been in the possession of the direct
descendants of Joyce, the present vendor
is the Great Niece of Archibald, as her
Grandfather on her Mother’s side was
Bertram Joyce, the Brother of Archibald
and a composer in his own right under
the name Manton Bennett. The lot is
accompanied with framed sheet music
by Manton Bennett ‘Fun By Moonlight’
34cm x 51cm.
£300-500

199.

A quantity of assorted plastic
soldiers, mostly Chinese examples with
other plastic toys.
£20-30

200.

A quantity of assorted boxed
diecast models, including Corgi Classics,
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear including
limited editions, Matchbox Dinky
Collection, Matchbox Superfast, Classic
Car Model Collection etc. Approx 45
model.
£100-150

201.

A Porzellanfabrik Burggrub
bisque head baby doll, stamped 169
Special-7 stamped to back of head,
composition body with bent legs. Severe
damage and restoration around the neck.
58cm tall. AF
£30-50

202.

Two Scalextric Juggernaut slot
car models, C301 Roadtrain and C302
Lowloader, both with boxes
£100-150

203.

Scalextric Le Mans 24 Hour slot
car racing set, with original two Porsche
models c.125, boxed. Together with
another boxed Scalextric set C606, boxed
Rev-Start Track and C275 Autostart etc.
£60-80

204.

Lego Technic 8485 Control
Centre set, together with a Lego system
6090 Castle set and 10220 Camper Van
set, all with boxes. Together with other
unboxed vehicle sets, partially built. Not
checked for completeness
£40-60

213.

205.

214.

A quantity of Ghostbusters
figures and vehicles including Ecto1, Ghost Zapper, etc. Mostly Kenner
examples.
£30-50

206.

A Playmobil RC Train 0125,
Together with various track, some
with box, wagons and coaches, various
accessories, etc.
£30-50

207.

Three Star Wars Revenge Of
The Sith Masterwork sets, Lithographic
Art Print Collection, two sealed. Together
with two Clone Trooper and Darth Vader
masks
£40-60

208.

A large quantity of school
science equipment, including bunsen
burners, gauze, tongs, stopwatches,
thermometers, etc.
£50-80

209.

A quantity of assorted
miscellaneous toys, including various
AAA animal figures, novelty pencil
sharpeners, Star Wars, Marvel and DC
comic figures, The Simpsons, Scooby Doo,
Toy Story, etc (2 Boxes)
£30-50

210.

Three Matchbox Stingray
Marineville Headquarters set, all boxes,
some fading to the boxes
£30-50

211.

A massive quantity of loose
Lego, mostly contained in Lego bins and
containers. Together with a large quantity
of instruction manuals. Includes Bionicle
examples. (13 Boxes)
£70-100

212.

A large quantity of assorted
Playmobil, including various figures,
3619/3133 pirate ship, and various
accessories (6 boxes)
£70-100
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Two boxed vintage Maxwell
Toys (India) Boeing 747 diecast models,
#539 Lufthansa and #545 British Airways,
both VG in G+/VG boxes together with an
unboxed Maxwell #532 Airline Coach in
BOAC British Airways livery+. (3)
£60-90
Two boxed vintage Maxwell
(India) Boeing 747 diecast models, #546
Swissair and #557 Air India, both VG
in G+/VG boxes together with a boxed
Maxwell #530 Airline Coach in Air India
livery, VG in G+ box. (3)
£70-100

215.

A boxed vintage Miltan Toys
(India) #818 Caravelle diecast aircraft
model, in Indian Airlines livery, VG in G+
box with inner packing piece together
with a Miltan #816 Luxury Coach model,
a copy of the Dinky Toys #281 model, in
cream with red flash, VG boxed. (2)
£80-120

216.

Two boxed Milton Toys (India)
vintage diecast Luxury Coach models,
both copies of the Dinky Toys #281
model, including #316 in dark tan with
red flash, black plastic wheels and #816
in light tan, red flash and speed wheels.
Both appear VG in generally G+ boxes. (2)
£70-100

217.

Two boxed Nicky Toys
(India) diecast models produced from
redundant Dinky Toys moulds, #999 D.H.
Comet ‘G-ALYX’ in BOAC livery, G+/VG in
G/G+ box together with #295 Standard
‘20’ Mini Bus in metallic blue, G+ in P/F
box missing one end flap. (2)
£80-120

218.

A Nicky Toys (India) #708
Vickers Viscount diecast aircraft model,
G-AOHL’ in ‘BEA’ livery, G+/VG, housed in
a very scarce early ‘Dinky Toys’ branded
box. The seldom seen box, printed
in India before the association with
Meccano was rescinded, is generally G+,
with both sides and flaps over-labelled
‘Nicky Toys’ and with an ‘Atamco’ address
label obscuring the printed Liverpool
address on the reverse.
£80-120

219.

Two boxed Milton Toys (India)
vintage diecast models, #825 Milk Van,
VG in VG box and a hard to find #324
Open Truck ‘Signograph’, G+ in P box,
both models are based on a copy of the
Corgi Toys Commer ¾ Ton Chassis. (2)
£60-90
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

220.

Two boxed Milton Toys (India)
vintage diecast models, #320 Civilian
Ambulance in white, and #322 School
Bus in green, both models are based on
a copy of the Corgi Toys Commer ¾ Ton
Chassis and both appear VG in G+/VG
boxes. (2)
£70-100

221.

Four unboxed vintage Milton
Toys (India) diecast models, including a
scarce #815 Seddon Refrigeration Truck,
812 Ambulance, 814 Seddon Articulated
Tanker ‘Esso’ in white and a hard to
find 337 Routemaster Bus in dark blue.
An empty box for the Milton 348 Civil
Ambulance is also included as part of this
lot, with the latter containing an original
Lesney version of the model. Conditions
vary. (5)
£50-80

222.

A scarce boxed Miltan Toys
(India) #817 Timber, in blue and yellow
with original ‘log’ load, VG in VG box with
correct colour spot. The model features a
Seddon tractor unit and is a direct copy of
the Budgie Toys #230 version.
£80-120

226. Two rare boxed vintage Maxwell
Toys (India) diecast bus models, a Mini
Bus in red and an Indian Airlines Airport
Coach, believed to be from a very short
trial run, which differ from the standard
production models by having the addition
of an opening passenger door on the
nearside. Both models appear E in VG
boxes and retain their internal clear
plastic wraps.(2) (Hitherto unknown
models, discovered by the Vendor in
he early 2000’s, in an unusually marked
sealed trade box, part of an unchecked
consignment imported into the UK during
the 1980’s. It is believed that all models
of this type in existence emanated from
this trade box.)
£100-140
227. Four boxed Indian diecast bus
and coach models from the Milton/
Maxwell group of companies, including
#837 Routemaster Bus in blue and white,
#503 Greyhound Bus in yellow, #527
School Bus in red and #525 Intercity
Commuter in red, the latter being a copy
of the Matchbox 22d Freeman model . All
appear VG boxed. (4)
£80-120

224.

228. Three boxed Indian diecast bus
and coach models from the Milton/
Maxwell group of companies, including
#337 Routemaster Bus in red, a copy
of the Corgi model, #527 School Bus in
green and #528 Setra Coach in mid blue.
All appear VG in G+/VG boxes. An unusual
unboxed #517 Double Deck Bus in green,
F/G, with Cadburys’ side decal inverted is
also included as part of this lot (4)
£70-100

225.

229. Three boxed Indian diecast
model Tankers, in grey ‘H.P.’ Petroleum
livery, from the Milton/Maxwell group of
companies including #581 Mini Tanker,
#563 Tata Articulated Tanker and #814
Seddon Articulated Tanker, the latter
being comprised of copies of the Budgie
Toys tractor unit and #270 tanker trailer
models. All appear VG in G+ boxes. (3)
£80-100

223.

Four boxed Indian diecast bus
and coach models, from the Milton/
Maxwell group of companies including a
six wheel Double Decker Coach, #517 DD
Bus in red ‘Cadburys Krisp’, #524 Mini Bus
in red and #528 Setra Coach in blue, the
latter being a copy of the Matchbox 12d
model. All appear VG boxed. (4)
£60-80
Four boxed Indian diecast
models from the Milton/Maxwell group
of companies, including a scarce Miltan
#849 Mini Bus in red, #526 Maxwell
Toy Carrier Van , #517 DD Bus in red
‘Cadburys Plus’, and #528 Setra Coach
in yellow, the latter being a copy of the
Matchbox 12d model. All appear VG
boxed. (4)
£60-100
Four boxed Indian diecast bus
and coach models from the Milton/
Maxwell group of companies, including
#337 Routemaster Bus in a hard to find
green/cream colour scheme, a copy
of the Corgi model, #517 DD Bus in sea
green ‘Cadburys Krisp’, #527 Mini Bus in
blue and #528 Setra Coach in yellow. All
appear VG boxed. (4)
£80-100

230. Three boxed Indian diecast
model Tankers, in yellow ‘H.P.’ Petroleum
livery, from the Milton/Maxwell group of
companies including #581 Mini Tanker,
#563 Tata Articulated Tanker and #591
Seddon Articulated Tanker, the latter
being comprised of copies of the Budgie
Toys tractor unit and #270 tanker trailer
models. All appear VG in G+ boxes. (3)
£80-100
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231.

Three boxed Indian diecast
model Tankers from the Milton/Maxwell
group of companies, including #581 Mini
Tanker ‘HP’ grey, #564 Tata Articulated
Tanker ‘I.B.P’ and #591 Seddon
Articulated Tanker in yellow ‘H.P.’ livery.
All appear VG in G/G+ boxes. (3)
£70-100

232.

Three boxed Indian diecast
model Tankers, in ‘IBP’ Petroleum
livery, from the Milton/Maxwell group of
companies including #582 Mini Tanker,
#564 Tata Articulated Tanker and #592
Seddon Articulated Tanker, the latter
being comprised of copies of the Budgie
Toys tractor unit and #270 tanker trailer
models. All appear VG in G+ boxes. (3)
£80-100

233.

Three boxed Maxwell Toys
(India) diecast model Tankers, in red
‘Indian Oil’ Petroleum livery, including
#583 Mini Tanker, #565 Tata Articulated
Tanker and #593 Seddon Articulated
Tanker, the latter being comprised of
copies of the Budgie Toys tractor unit and
#270 tanker trailer models. All appear VG
in G/G+ boxes. (3)
£80-100

234.

Three boxed Indian diecast
model Tankers, in ‘Esso’ Petroleum
livery, from the Milton/Maxwell group of
companies including #584 Mini Tanker
in red, #566 Tata Articulated Tanker in
white and an #814 Seddon Articulated
Tanker in red livery. All appear VG in
generally G+ boxes. (3)
£80-100

235.

Three boxed Indian diecast
model Tankers, in ‘Bharat Petroleum’
livery, from the Milton/Maxwell group
of companies including #597 Seddon
Articulated Tanker and #603 Tata
Articulated Tanker, both with dark blue
cabs and yellow tanker trailers. together
with a scarce version of the #603 model
in an all yellow livery. All appear VG in G/
G+ boxes. (3)
£90-140

236.

Two boxed Indian diecast
model Tankers, in red ‘Caltex’ Petroleum
livery, from the Milton/Maxwell group
of companies, including #595 Seddon
Articulated Tanker and #567 Tata
Articulated Tanker, both appear VG in
G+/VG boxes. This lot also includes an
empty Maxwell trade box for the Medium
Petrol Tanker, F-G. (3)
£80-120

242. Two boxed Milton Toys (India),
#814 Articulated Petrol Tanker models
with Seddon tractor units, a ‘Mobilgas’
variant without glazing to the cab and an
‘Indian Oil’ model, both in red. Overall
models appear G+/VG in G/G+ boxes. This
lot also includes an empty Maxwell trade
box for the Medium Petrol Tanker., F-G.
(3)
£70-100

237.

243.

Two boxed Indian diecast model
Tankers, in green ‘Caltex’ Petroleum
livery, from the Milton/Maxwell group
of companies including #814 Seddon
Articulated Tanker and #567 Tata
Articulated Tanker, both appear VG in
G+/VG boxes. This lot also includes an
empty Maxwell trade box for the Medium
Petrol Tanker. F-G. (3)
£80-120

238.

A scarce boxed Milton Toys
(India) Caltex promotional Seddon
Articulated tanker model, in green, G+/
VG in G+ box, slightly darker than the
standard production model, with a larger
rear decal and only the promotional
version of this tanker carries the ‘Caltex’
logo on the tractor unit. A Maxwell #586
Mini Petrol Tanker ‘Burmah Shell’, hard to
find in red. VG in G box, is also included
as part of this lot. (2)
£80-120

239.

Three boxed Indian diecast
model Tankers, in ‘Burmah Shell’
livery, from the Milton/Maxwell group
of companies including #596 Seddon
Articulated Tanker and #568 Tata
Articulated Tanker, both with green cabs
and yellow/red tanker trailers. together
with #586 Mini Petrol Tanker in an all
yellow livery. All appear VG in G to VG
boxes. (3)
£90-140

240.

Two boxed Maxwell Toys
(India), #566 Tata Articulated Petrol
Tanker models in ‘Esso’ livery, two
different versions in red and off-white,
both appear VG in G+/VG boxes and both
retain their inner plastic wraps. (2)
£70-100

248.

A scarce boxed Gilbow MCW
Metrobus diecast bus model in 1:24
scale, #98001 M550 GYE550W, L.Ed
number 77/600, appears VG boxed
complete with certificate and bagged
accessories
£100-150

249.

A scarce boxed Milton Toys
(India), #330 Leyland Octopus Fuel
Tanker in blue and white ‘Caltex’ livery,
VG in VG box. This seldom seen model
was produced in India using redundant
moulds from the Dinky Toys #944 model.
£140-180

A boxed Mettoy MT00101
tinplate Routemaster Bus, limited edition
number 1006/2006, VG boxed with
certificate and key together with three
boxed plastic Routemaster Bus models
with friction drive by Rosedale Toys,
including red, ‘Silver Jubilee’ and another
variant with ‘Mettoy’ branding. All appear
G+/VG in G/VG boxes. (4)
£70-90

244.

250.

Three boxed vintage Train Sets,
including Hornby R.695 Inter-City 125
HST, and R.591 Night Mail, the latter
exclusive to Woolworths stores, together
with an Airfix GMR 54062-5 ‘Master
Cutler St Pancras to Sheffield - circa 1972’.
set. All appear largely complete and G/G+
boxed. (3)
£80-140

245.

Two boxed Sunstar Routemaster
diecast bus models, in 1:24 scale, #2902
RM254 VLT254 carrying Dulux and
Jacob’s advertising L.Ed number 27/3500
and #2905 RM686 WLT686, in all-over
‘Vernons Pools’ livery, L.Ed number
924/2999. Both appear VG boxed,
complete with bagged accessories and
certificates. The models are housed in a
shipping carton for the #2902 model. (2)
£90-140

246.

Two boxed Sunstar Routemaster
diecast bus models in 1/24 scale, #2912
Routemaster Coach Green Line RMC1469
469CLT L.Ed number 335/2750, VG boxed
with certificate and bagged accessories,
and #2901 Routemaster Bus RM8 VLT8
L.Ed number 3672/4000, overall G+, with
certificate, but with some damaged/
missing accessories. The models are
housed in a shipping carton for the #2905
model. (2)
£80-140

247. A boxed Sunstar London
Two boxed Maxwell Toys
Transport RTL diecast bus model in 1:24
(India), Articulated Petrol Tanker models
scale, #2926 RTL501 JXC20 carrying ‘Kiain red, ‘Assam Oil’ livery including a #604
Ora’ and ‘McDougall’s’ advertising, L.Ed
Tata based model and an #814 with
number 418/580, appears G+/VG boxed
Seddon Tractor unit, both appear VG in
complete with certificate and bagged
G+ boxes . (2)
accessories
£70-100
£80-140
Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
241.

the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price
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A selection of diecast and
tinplate models, mostly buses, some
boxed, including two Dandy (Japan)
London Transport RT buses in 1:43 scale,
together with the Hachette version of
this model, an EFE 36201 RMA BEA
Routemaster and Trailer, a Best Choose
Commer Lorry in 1:50 scale and a remote
control Routemaster Bus model in 1:16
scale. All models appear G+/VG and
packaging, where present, is also G+/
VG. Two vintage boxed models are also
included as part of this lot, a Dinky 434
‘Top Rank’ Bedford TK Crash Truck, F with
some touch ins to paintwork in G box
and Corgi 407 Mobile Grocers Van ,G in P
box.. (16)
£70-90

251.

Nine boxed Atlas Editions Dinky
Toys, including 34B Berliet Truck with
Transformer, 49d, 105, 111, 184 Volvo in
cream, 191, 413 Austin Covered Wagon,
512 Guy Flat and a hard to find 1404
Citroen Break Camera Car ‘RTL’. This lot
also includes an Atlas Editions ‘Dinky
Toys’ tin sign. All appear VG boxed, some
unopened. (10)
£80-120

252.

Nine boxed Atlas Editions Dinky
Toys, including 25 O Camion Laitier
‘Nestle’ 105,, 110 Aston Martin DB5, 159
197, 513 Opel Admial, 520 Fiat 600D,
564 Renault Estafette ‘Miroitier’ and 584
GAK Berliet. All appear VG boxed, some
unopened. (9)
£80-100

w w w.special auct ionservices.com

253.

Eight boxed Atlas Editions Dinky
Toys, including 104, 157, 181, 262 Swiss
Postal VW, 412, 541 Mercedes Benz Bus,
546 Austin Healey 100 and a hard to
find limited issue version for the French
market of the 563 Renault Estafette in
orange with green canopy. All appear
VG boxed, some unopened. This lot also
includes a DeAgostini ‘Dinky Toys’ 555
Ford Thunderbird model with magazine,
in an unopened bag. (9)
£80-100

258. A selection of unboxed vintage
British diecast models, with varyng
degrees of playwear, including 3 Kemlows
Bedford S type trucks, a Mettoy Karrier
‘CWS Soft Drinks’ promotional model, a
boxed Mettoy #512 Fire Tender, a River
Series Standard Vanguard, a Dinky Pillar
Box, six oil drums, a scarce miniature
Kemlows Road Roller and a Bedford S
type Tractor Unit, possibly by Morestone,
in a most unusual vivid green colour.. (10)
£70-90

254.

259. A scarce Master Models
(Wardie) Retailers Card, which carries 12
packs of Garage Forecourt Posters and
Signs, overall G/G+
£40-60

Eight boxed Atlas Editions
Dinky Toys, including 33C Simca Cargo
‘Miroitier’, 182, 184, 191, 533 Mercedes
Benz 300SE Coupe, 546 Austin Healey
100 and two hard to find limited issue
models for the French market - Citroen
1200 ‘Baroclem’ and 25D Citroen 2CV van
‘B.B. Lorrain’ in grey with unused sticker
sheet, the latter model being the special
Christmas model for 2012. All appear VG
boxed. This lot also includes a DeAgostini
‘Dinky Toys’ 111 Triumph TR2 Sports
model with magazine, in an unopened
bag. (9)
£80-100

255.

An unboxed Hayashi
Manufacturing (Japan) tinplate
‘Mobilgas’ eight wheel tanker model,
37.5cm long and a Wells Brimtoy ‘Esso’
tanker, also unboxed, both overall
G, together with a boxed Lucky Toys
(Hong Kong) plastic AEC ‘Mobilgas’
Articulated Tanker, G+ in F-G box with one
replacement end flap. (3)
£50-80

256.

A boxed vintage Bilbax Toys
aluminium ‘Silver King’ mechanical
Sports Car, together with a boxed ‘Eco1’
tinplate cloxkwork Saloon Car, both G in
generally G boxes. An unboxed clockwork
Schuco ‘Kommando Anno 2000’ tinplate
car in green with operational motor,
opening bonnet and Schuco key, G, is also
included as part of this lot. (3)
£50-80

257.

Eight unboxed vintage diecast
models, mostly of British manufacture,
with varying degrees of playwear,
including 3 Kemlows Bedford S type
trucks, a Guy Pickford’s Removal Van,
also by Kemlows, a Ford Prefect from the
River Series, a Gamda (Israel) Daimler
Conquest and a Kemlows Bedford Wagon,
the latter model missing one wheel and
the dropside flap of the body. (8)
£70-90

260. A scarce unboxed Budgie Toys
326 Scammell Highwayman Transporter,
G+ and complete with pipe load and both
trailer end gates, together with five other
unboxed Budgie Toys vehicles, mainly G/
G+, including 306 Tractor with Shovel
and a 268 AA Land Rover. A Zebra
Toys Bedford Horse Box, also unboxed,
generally G, is also inlcuded as part of this
lot. (7)
£70-100
261. A scarce boxed promotional
Budgie Toys 236 Routemaster Bus, issued
in February 1973 for the opening of the
Sheraton Heathrow Hotel, G with some
wear to roof label in G+ standard box
together with a 236 Routemaster in green
and a 101 Taxi in white, both G/G+ boxed.
An unboxed Morestone Double Deck Bus
in red with ‘Esso’ ads to both sides, G,
and four empty Bugie Toys boxes - three
for the Routemaster Bus and one for the
Taxi are also included as part of this lot.
(8)
£50-70
262. Three carded Budgie Toys
miniature vehicles, 11 Royal Mail Van,
51 Bedford Shell Tanker and 58 Modern
Removal Van in green, all VG on G+
cards, together with two similar unboxed
models, a Removal Van in tan and a
‘National Petrol Tanker, both G+/VG. Also
included is a scarce boxed Morestone
miniature model from their Petrol Pump
series, #17 Ford Thames Van, a good
casting however, as is common with
this model, the blue paint is flaking in a
number of areas, housed in a generally
G+ box. (6)
£50-70
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263.

Three boxed Budgie Toys, 228
Coca Cola Van, G+/VG with twelve crate
load in a generally G+ box with some
creasing and a 246 Police Patrol Car in
blue and white, VG, in a G+/VG box which
is most unusual in that it does not have
the ‘H.Seener’ wording deleted, together
with a 270 Esso Tanker, generally G,
missing the sticker to the offside and with
some decals added to the tractor unit,
housed in a generally G+ box. (3)
£80-100

264.

Two boxed Budgie Toys, 218 AA
‘Jumbo’ Mobile Traffic Control Unit, the
variant with upper deck windows, VG in a
VG box and a 238 Scammell B.R. Delivery
Van, VG in a generally G+ box which
also contains an original strip of factory
‘Cadbury’s’ decals for the later yellow
version of this model, together with a
carded Budgie Toys Ambulance kit, still
sealed on card, G+. (3)
£80-120

265.

A scarce boxed Budgie Toys 296
Motorway Express Coach, in the blue and
white livery of ‘Blue Line Sightseeing Co.’,
produced for the U.S. Market, generally
VG in G/G+ card outer missing the shrink
wrap.
£70-100

266.

A scarce boxed Budgie Toys
280 Air BP Superfueller, vintage diecast
model produced in 1963 in the white,
yellow and green livery used on the
contemporary BP aircraft refuelling
vehicles.The model appears generally G+/
VG and does not appear to exhibit any
signs of the fatigue commonly found
on this model. It is housed in an equally
scarce G+ box, with a small internal
paper tape repair to the seam of one end
flap, which also includes a folded Budgie
Toys catalogue
£120-180

267.

Two scarce unboxed different
variants of the Budgie Toys #272 Gerry
Anderson’s Supercar model, one in red
over silver, missing the aerial, otherwise
G with near complete decals, together
with a hard to find silver over red model,
overall G and complete with aerial,
generally good decals with partial loss
to those on the front starboard side and
some cracks to the front starboard side
of the cockpit canopy. The Mike Mercury
figue is seated at the controls in both
examples. (2)
£80-120
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268.

A boxed Lion Car #28 Commer
Delivery Van, in ‘Van Gend & Loos’
grey and white livery, VG in a P-F ‘VGL’
branded box, together with a different
variant of this model, G+/VG unboxed,
however nn empty box for this vehicle,
produced for the later 2009 reissue, is
included. Two unboxed Lion Car #49
Commer Walk-Thru Delivery Vans,
produced in the 1980’s for John Gay, in
‘Mobilgas’ and ‘Roadline’ liveries, both
G+ to VG, housed in incorrect later ‘Lion
Toys’ boxes, are also included as part of
this lot together with a scarce unboxed
early #28 Van Gend & Loos promotional
version, for their ‘Early Bird’ service, in P
condition. (5)
£80-120

269.

A hard to find Lion Toys
cardboard retail display stand, VG,
together with 2 boxed Lion Car Commer
Delivery Van models, both limited edition
re-issuess of just 250 pieces produced
in 2009, including #28 Commer FC in
‘British Railways ‘ livery limited edition
number 001/250 and #49 Commer WalkThru in ‘Van Gend & Loos’ livery limited
edition number 013/250, both VG boxed.
(3)
£80-120

270.

Two scarce boxed limited
edition Pre-Production Lion Car Commer
Delivery Van models, with just ten of
each model, without signage, being
produced in 2009. Each comes a with
numbered copy of the original plans for
the model. Included are #28 Commer
FC in maroon and cream, limited edition
number 2 of 10 and #49 Commer WalkThru in grey and white, also with limited
number 2 of 10, both VG boxed. (2)
£90-140

271.

Two original framed Dinky Toys
retailer signs, including a paper sign,
approximately 98 x 19cm with yellow
lettering on a red background, F to G with
some folds evident, together with a later
cardboard ‘Newest Model’ sign which
also incorporates the Lines Brothers trade
mark, G+/VG. A boxed Dinky Toys 141
Vauxhall Victor Estate Car, G in G box and
a 1970’s Dinky Toys double sided flyer
advertising their military vehicle range,
G/G+, are also included as part of this lot.
(4)
£80-120

272.

Fourteen unboxed Lesney
miniature diecast vehicles, from their
Matchbox 1-75 Regular Wheel series, 10b
Mechanical Horse with GPW, MW and 10
GPW examples of the 15a Prime Mover,
BPW, SPW and GPW variants of the 14b
Bedford Lomas Ambulance, 46b Removal
Van with 2 line decal, 59a Singer Van,
73a Pressure Refueller etc. Conditions
vary with ‘touch-ins’ to the paintwork of
some. (14)
£80-120

273.

Nine Lesney miniature diecast
vehicles, from their Matchbox 1-75
Regular Wheel series, some with boxes,
including 5b and 5c bus models with GPW
and ‘Player’s Please’ advertising and a
47a Trojan Van also with GPW. Overall
models range from G to VG and boxes,
where present P-F. Two unboxed Models
of Yesteryear, Y-2 Bus and Y-3 Tramcar,
together with a boxed Lone Star Tuf-Tots
Routemaster Bus, the latter appearing
VG in F-G box, are also included as part of
this lot. (12)
£80-120

274.

A boxed Lesney Matchbox
Accessory Pack AP-2 Car Transporter, a
hard to find variant of this model with the
‘Matchbox Car Transporter’ black tampo
printing and GPW fitted to both cab and
trailer, G+/VG in a generally G box with
a pull tear to the seam of one end flap.
Two unboxed 1-75 series models, 25b
Volkswagen with SPW and 45b Ford
Corsair with boat but missing roof rack
, both G+/VG, together with an ‘Esso’
forecourt sign and a lid from an early
Commercial Vehicles Gift Set box are also
included as part of this lot. (5)
£50-80

275.

Two scarce boxed cars from the
Lesney Matchbox 1-75 Regular Wheel
series, 27c Cadillac Sixty Special in the
hard to find colour of metallic brown with
SPW, VG in generally G box with internal
paper tape repair to the end flap and a
tab at one end of the box, together with a
45b Ford Corsair with Boat in pale yellow
with red interior and GPW, overall G+ in
VG E4 type box. (2)
£70-100

276.

Two scarce boxed cars from the
Lesney Matchbox 1-75 Regular Wheel
series, a 19c Aston Martin Racer with
the very hard to find RN ‘41’ decals,
more commonly reserved for the #41
Jaguar model, G+/VG in generally G
box, together with a red plastic wheel
variant of the 41c Ford GT40, overall VG,
although this model does have a factory
flaw in that the front rivet is not secured
into hole in the base plate, housed in a
G+/VG ‘New Model’ E2 type box. (2)
£90-140

282.

277.

285.

Five boxed Lesney Matchbox
1-75 series Regular Wheel models,
including 17c Austin Taxi G+/VG in VG
box, 17d Foden Tipper VG in G+ box, 29a
Bedford Milk Float VG in G+/VG box, 38a
Karrier Refuse Truck VG in F-G box and
42a Evening News Van G+/VG in F box. (5)
£70-100

278.

Five boxed Lesney Matchbox
1-75 series Regular Wheel models,
including 9c Merryweather Fire Engine G+
in G/G+ box, 14c Lomas Ambulance VG
in G+ box, 46b Pickfords Removal Van in
green VG in G+/VG box, 47b Lyons Maid
Ice Cream Van VG in G box and 62b TV
Service Van ‘Rentaset’ G/G+ which comes
with three TV sets but missing aerial and
ladder in G/G+ box (5)
£80-120

279.

Five boxed Lesney Matchbox
1-75 series Regular Wheel models,
including 7c Ford Anglia with SPW VG in
VG box, 20b ERF Transport Truck ‘Ever
Ready’ G+/VG in G+ box, 30b 6-Wheel
Crane Truck VG in a generally G box with
an internal paper tape repair to one tab,
44b Rolls Royce Phantom V VG in F box
with internal paper tape repair to one tab
and 60a Morris J2 Pick-Up G+/VG in G/G+
box. (5)
£80-120

280.

Two OO Gauge Hornby
locomotives, together with various
wagons, coaches and track. Together
with a RC Mega Tractor and a quantity of
Subbuteo.
£40-60

281.

A quantity of assorted diecast
models, mostly aeroplane examples
including an Airfix 1:72 Spitfire model
kit, Corgi warbirds, etc. Together with a
collection of military related books and
VHS cassettes.
£60-80
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A Noguchi Mechanical Mighty
Robot, clockwork robot with spark action.
14cm tall.
£40-60

283.

An Arnold Candidat Chief Fire
Officer’s tinplate car, 25cm long.
£30-50

284.

Wells O’ London
tinplateclockwork van, lithographed in
Express Transport livery. 17cm long.
£30-50
A large scale Paya tinplate tram
model, numbered 0941 to base. 32cm
long.
£20-30

286.

A Schuco Akustico 2002 tinplate
car, in red with green interior. 14.5cm
long.
£40-60

287.

A Bing (Germany) De Dion
tinplate car, circa 1920s. 14.5cm long.
£40-60

288.

A large scale Modern Toys
Japanese racing car, battery operated.
45cm long.
£50-80

289.

An Ichiko Japanese tinplate
Police car, battery operated with original
box.
£40-60

290.

A Hornby O Gauge clockwork
locomotive, together with a Japanese
tinplate excavator model and BOAC
helicopter (3)
£30-50

291.

A Kenton (USA) cast iron horse
drawn Fire Ladder Wagon, circa 1930s.
41cm long.
£40-60

292.

Twenty Five Matchbox Models
Of Yesteryear models, all unboxed. (25)
£20-40

293.

Two limited edition Dean’s
Teddy Bears, “Lucy” Mother’s Day 2001
73/450, both with boxes and certificates.
Together with a 2005 Harrods 20th
Anniversary bear and a Playskool Teddy
Ruskin bear, boxed (4)
£40-60

294. Steiff Replica Bear 1909,
Margarete Steiff Giengen-Brenz 406225
replica growler teddy bear, with
certificates and related box
£30-50
295. A rare set of Dad’s Army cast
metal figures by SSD Wolverhampton,
eleven nicely cast and painted figures
modelled after characters from the
Dad’s Army BBC television programme.
Characters including Pte. Fazer, Sgt.
Wilson and Capt. Mainwaring. One figure
not painted (ARP Warden).Lot includes
two newspaper clippings referencing the
creation of the figures dated 1993.
£150-200
296. A good quantity of early PC
Games and software together with
traditional games, A ‘TV Boy’ gaming
console containing 126 video games,
a Guillemot ‘Ferrari’ Gamers Racing
Wheel, with pedals, for PC and a vintage
Rockwell International Pocket Calculator
20R in case, circa 1974, are also included
as part of this lot.
£20-40
297. A selection of unboxed vintage
diecast models, by Matchbox, Corgi,
Dinky and others with varying degrees
of playwear and conditions ranging
from P to G+, including a Corgi 485 Mini
Countryman, a Dinky 281 Pathe News
Fiat 2300 and an unboxed early Kenner
Ghostbusters car, with Green Ghost
figure, marked ‘1984 Made in Mexico’ on
the underside. A boxed Brickplayer Set,
six boxed vehicles and a retail counter
box containing Snack Bar vehicles, one
of each type produced based on the
Morris LD150 van are also included as
part of this lot. Together with a quantity
of plastic vehicles of British and Hong
Kong manufactures including Tri-ang,
Mettoy, OK Toys, Jimson and others,
mostly unboxed, with varying degrees
of playwear, including a hard to find Triang Minic Ford Squire, together with an
unusual plastic ‘Telex’ machine toy and a
small quantity of vintage farm animals.
£80-120
298. A large quantity of assorted
Lego, mostly loose bricks together with
some figures.
£40-60
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299.

ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS

A good collection of Peggy
Nisbet costume dolls, mostly limited
edition with certificates including the
Court of King Arthur series, Charles
Skilton’s Postcard Series, etc. Figures
are mostly Royal examples including
King Arthur, Queen Elizabeth II, Queen
Victoria, Queen Elizabeth I, The
Coronation Chair, etc. (14)
£70-100

Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website

Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon his authority. In
these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall govern
all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own risk. They shall
have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.

300.

A good collection of Peggy
Nisbet costume dolls, including King
Henry VIII and his wives, King George V,
Sir Francis Drake, Sir Walter Raleigh and
Lady Elizabeth Raleigh, etc. Some with
tags. (38)
£100-150

Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof of identity and
billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room
to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If
you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot
and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity. The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20%
of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE;
and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot;
and d) any VAT due.

301.

A good quantity of assorted
costume dolls, including German,
Colombian, spanish, Italian, Canadian
examples, etc. Approximately 50 dolls.
£100-150

VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge VAT at the current
rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the
hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of
VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because
VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are
liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price
and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer
price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input
tax.

302. Two Chinese Dolls, made in
Hong Kong, both with tags No. 124 Bride
and No. 129 Woman Carrying Girl (2)
£20-40

Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10,000) or
bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post.
Your items can be made ready for collection by appointment only. This also applies for courier collection. We are unable to offer in house postage yet
in Dudley but recommend That’s your lot based locally in Wombourne on 01902 75212 or info@thats-your-lot.co.uk. We also reserve the right to ask
the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and
personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following
the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time period, you
will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you
that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer
good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the
Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct.
If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither
we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the
information provided by the Seller except as set out below.

303.

Four OO gauge locomotives,
including a Hornby R.302 and GMR
54122-6 example, both boxed. Together
with two unboxed Tri-Ang 4-6-2 tender
locomotives (4)
£40-60

304.

A quantity of boxed OO gauge
rolling stocks, including Hornby wagons,
Mainline wagons and Lima coaches (11)
£40-60

Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not
liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements
given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent
consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age,
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of
second hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any
saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where stated by
sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials
and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.

305.

A quantity of unboxed OO
gauge rolling stocks, including Hornby,
Lima, Tri-Ang, etc, including coaches and
wagons. Together with a Lima Diesel
Electric locomotive
£40-60

306.

A large quantity of assorted
model railway accessories, including
buildings, layout figures, The World of
Trains magazines, etc
£40-60

307.

A Chad Valley Sutty hand
puppet, a Chad Valley reversible doll, two
children’s books, a cigarette card album.
Together with an Andy Pandy foot stool
£30-50
END OF AUCTION
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